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1.0  INTRODUCTION

Fairchild Space Company, a division of Fairchild Industries, has developed an
advanced data recorder based exclusively on the use of Solid State circuitry for the
recorder memory. This paper describes the recorder, its development, the engineering
considerations for long-term mission life, methods for minimizing size, weight and power,
and the flexibility of the recorder to accommodate a number of different mission
requirements. Unlike the more traditional mass storage devices for spacecraft, which use
rotating memory, the Solid State Recorder (SSR) uses a true random access memory. This
feature has resulted in a multi-mode storage device, which can greatly reduce the
complexity of spacecraft data systems. Today’s spacecraft have large numbers of sensors
and high rate instruments which are making the data flow problem much more difficult to
handle. Bottle necks also referred to as “data fusion” have become a serious problem for
systems engineers, for which the SSR may represent an effective solution.

The paper concludes with a discussion of some system applications which illustrate the
broad range of possible SSR applications, and the development status.

2.0  SSR Description

The Solid State Recorder architecture illustrated in Figure 1 was driven by the
following objectives:

C High performance with expansion to eight independent channels that can
simultaneously operate at differing rates with a total data bandwidth of 140 Mbps

C Modular memory expansion from 64 Mbits to 16 Gbits in 64 Mbit increments



C Flexibility to accommodate a wide range of digital and analog interfaces

C Low power operation

C Long life due to fault management and no moving parts

C Compact size resulting from the use of high density memories

All these objectives have been recently met and demonstrated during the qualification
tests of the engineering prototype unit.

3.0  Modes of Operation

Unlike a conventional moving media tape recorder, where the tape speed sets the
bandwidth, the SSR data bus can be accessed on demand by each of its eight channels
independently of the other channels. This allows each channel to operate at a different rate
and permits input and output data transfers to occur concurrently on any channel. The SSR
architecture permits three modes of operation: tape recorder, channel buffer, and
simultaneous record and playback which allows the SSR to operate as a First In, First Out
(FIFO) buffer.

In the Tape Recorder (TR) mode, as in the FIFO mode, input and output channel. The
TR mode sets are established by user command. Up to 4 TR associate sets are supported
in the present architecture. Each set is independently addressed by a single TR reference.
The functions identified with this mode of operation are:

- Start recording for Trx - Start playback for TRx
- Stop recording Trx - Stop playback for TRx
- Rewind TRx

In the channel buffer mode, each of the eight channels can operate independently for
data input and output operations utilizing the following commands :

- Start data input for Channel x - Start data output for Channel y
- Stop data input for Channel x - Stop data output for Channel y
- Copy Channel x data to Channel y - Reset data pointer for Channel y

In this mode, each channel can be used as a data buffer.

The FIFO (FF) mode provides a simple command interface for handling Input to Output
Channel sets by a single FF address. Up to 2 FF channel sets are supported. Two
commands are used for FF operation, start FFx and Stop FFx.



All modes are supported concurrently, limited only by the availability of Channels
(7 max, with Built-In-Test support) and the limits on number of TR and FF channel sets.
Each mode is selected by command via a serial command port and status is available
through a serial telemetry port.

4.0  Architectural Description

The availability of high density SRAM has made it possible to develop a very powerful
architecture for the SSR which permits flexibility in terms of data I/O and data handling,
and expendability in terms of number of channels, memory capacity and technology
insertion. Two buses are provided in the system back plane. First is the Data Bus which is
64 bits of data plus 8 check code bits and 24 address lines. This bus moves data between
memory and the I/O channel(s). The second bus is the Control Bus which provides the
interface between the I/O and central processing portion of the SSR. This bus plays an
essential role in establishing the mode of operation and statusing the SSR operation for
telemetry. The basic functional elements interconnect by these buses are the Central
Processing Unit (CPU), Built-In-Test/Error Detection and Correction (BIT/EDAC),
Input/Output (I/O), and Memory.

The system’s flexibility and expandability is accomplished by partitioning the SSR into
separate data and control buses. This division is done to ensure maximum data throughput
of 140 Mbps which can be shared between as many as eight I/O channels. As important as
the performance of the SSR may be as a design goal, the system reliability is
fundamentally of greater significance. Recognizing that a mass memory system based on
large quantities of semiconductor memory would be susceptible to both single event upsets
and potential hard faults, the SSR incorporates extensive fault management techniques that
detect memory errors and replaces those devices with reserve capacity. This approach
results in a favorable long term reliability for the SSR.

The CPU provides the SSR control and user command/telemetry interface. A Direct
Memory Access Controller (DMAC) and an 8-bit microprocessor make up the main
control elements of this section. The DMAC functions as the Data Bus controller to for
Memory, and it can support eight channels in real time. It arbitrates between the I/O
channels and also provides error logging of the data transfers. The microprocessor is not
involved in the data flow directly, but provides general control functions:

-Command decoding -Fault management
-Telemetry acquisition -Configuration control
-SSR power management



The DMAC has been implemented in 12,000 gate rad-hard gate array. It was possible
to achieve 98% fault coverage using approximately 70,000 test vectors (95% is considered
an achievement for this size array).

The BIT/EDAC section is part of the error management plan. Initial investigations
indicated poor long term performance without an acceptable way of handling memory
faults. As a result, it was necessary to provide real time error detection and correction as
well as offline fault diagnostics for Memory checking. The BIT/EDAC can be commanded
to periodically scrub the user data, which prevents the possible accumulation of single
event upsets in the data that may be stored for long periods, leading to higher data
integrity.

The I/O section is adaptable to different user applications through the use of a suite of
interface boards which can accommodate serial, parallel, and analog interfaces. The
baseline unit contains serial interfaces that support TTL data at rates of up to 10 Mbps.
The input clock is provided by the user to allow for variable rates of recording, while the
output rate can be set either by the SSR (commendable in binary multiples of 1 Kbps) or
the user can externally provide the clock. Data formats of NRZ-L, NRL-M, and Biphase
are also selectable. All interfaces are redundant to facilitate cross strapped operations.
These user selectable features allow for a large range of applications with one basic
design.

The memory section partitioned into cards of 64 Mbits of storage in a high density, low
weight assembly card through the use of Surface Mount Technology (SMT). In addition,
there is another 8 Mbits of memory reserved for error correction coding that is transparent
to the user. Isolation between the memory array and Data Bus is provided by buffers and
address latches, which both reduce standby power and protect the memory from card to
card fault propagation.

Power to the above logic elements is provided by a conventional switched mode
regulator design which operates from a +28 +/- 7 Volt input bus. Provisions for nonvolatile
data storage are incorporated by two methods. The first enables the SSR to operate from
two 28V buses. All input/ output, command and telemetry operations are supplied by the
prime power bus. A second power bus, supplying only data retention power, is
accommodated to allow the SSR to hold its data during temporary or permanent prime bus
faults or during load shedding within the satellite without affecting stored data. In addition
to this dual bus approach, the power converter also supports an external battery to retain
data during power bus faults. These methods of dual power buses and external battery
gives the user flexibility in defining the optimum system design in situations where 



nonvolatility is desired. A third option for nonvolatile solid state memory is also possible,
however these technologies would be used sparingly to address very specific applications
where large memory capacity is not required.

5.0  SSR Software

The SSR software interfaces to the DMA hardware via control latches that define
memory addresses for the data input and output operations. Data input and output is
performed to memory pages whose size is programmable from 265 to 32k 72-bit words.
These memory pages are under software using a control in link list approach that defines
the allocation of pages to the I/O channels, a free list and scrub list. The pages are initially
allocated to the free list as the system is initialized. Allocation to the channels is performed
as needed during data handling operations. Data input and output operations are performed
by controlling two registers for each I/O channel, a current register that contains the
memory page and word location of the active input/output operation and a second register
called the fence register that is preset to the page location where the DMA inputs to or
reads from after completion of the current page. The software updates the fence register
based on interrupts to the processor and status bits available that indicate a transition from
the current to the next memory pages occurred during the I/O operation. The next page is
retrieved from the free list for data input and from the channel list for the data output. The
linked lists are processed on a first in, last out sequence. The DMAC sets special status
bits on data output operations that indicate any words within the page that were output and
contained any multi-bit errors. A status bit is set in the page control word for these pages
to signify that special disposition procedures are required when the data is deleted from the
list (data associated to a channel in the single channel or TR mode is not deleted from the
channel until commanded to do so by user). If the data are deleted from a channel, the
associated pages are placed in a scrub link list that is processed in background. During the
scrub list process, pages with the multi-bit error detect status set are marked to disable
their use, and the good pages are placed on the free list, making them available for use as
needed.

Pages are continuously tested by a software background processor to scrub single bit
upsets from pages. This is done by performing single bit error correct reads of their data
and verifying data integrity of the pages on the free list by performing various data pattern
write/read operations to them. The EDAC circuit operation is also tested by this
background processor to verify check bit generation, single bit error detect/correct and
multi-bit error detect.



6.0  Survivability

An extensive effort was made to ensure that the SSR would be suitable for long term
operational systems requiring radiation hardening. The key SSR controlling elements such
as the microprocessor, microprocessor RAM, and the Direct Memory Access Controller
are all hardened to levels beyond 1 MegaRad(Si) with a growth path for the remaining
devices put in place to allow transition to harder technologies as they become available.
Radiation testing of the bulk CMOS memories, to be initially used by the SSR, has been
performed to identify total dose levels, single event upset susceptibility and latchup
thresholds. These tests, done with the assistance of the Goddard Space Flight Center and
the Aerospace Corporation, have indicated that the devices are suitable for many mission
environments and that some have surprisingly high latchup thresholds.

We mentioned above that a semiconductor based data storage system of high capacity
will utilize a large number of high density memory devices. Over long mission lifetimes,
there are nontrivial probabilities of hard and soft faults in the memory devices. Although
the BIT/EDAC functions and background memory scrub yield high data integrity, any
accumulation of uncorrectable errors would lead to a reduction of available capacity. This
graceful degradation is deferred by including reserve capacity. Due to the efficiency of the
SSR’s architecture and page management technique, only small amounts of reserve
memory are needed to extend mission life.

7.0  System Applications

There is a broad range of applications that can benefit from the SSR’s features and
capabilities.

S Mass Storage: Utilizing expandable capacity and fault tolerance, the SSR can
operate as a high reliability, high performance data storage system.

S Multiplexer/Combiner: The SSR’s ability to accept multiple asynchronous data
streams can simplify system design and implementation.

- Rate Buffer/FIFO: Simultaneous input and output operations at different rates are
supported by the SSR which allows a straight forward approach to implementing
command, telemetry, and instrument buffers for data systems involving burst data.



8.0  Development Status

At this time, Fairchild is producing its prototype units. The first SSR is scheduled for
delivery in summer of ’88 to the Air Force P87-2 experimental mission and will provide
on-board data storage. A second unit will be used for extensive environmental testing
also during this summer.

The P87-2 SSR, shown in Figure 2, is in a typical configuration for small satellite
applications. This unit supports a serial input and output channel and has a capacity of 64
Mbits. To save weight, the SSR operates from a secondary voltage supplied by the
spacecraft rather than its own power converter.

A continuing part of the SSR development program is the effort to take advantage of
emerging technologies. This technology insertion activity includes high density memories,
radiation hardened memories, and advanced packaging techniques. An example of this has
occurred in the P87-2 SSR. The technologies to be demonstrated are a VHSIC silicon-on-
silicon high density packaging technique and VHSIC Phase I 8Kx8 static RAM memories
provided by National Semiconductor. This technology insertion demonstration has not only
enhanced the SSR development program but also increased the value of the P87-2 mission
since it will be the first spaceflight demonstration of VHSIC developed technologies. Since
Fairchild is a non-VHSIC contractor, this effort also demonstrates technology transfer to
industry of VHSIC developed technology.

9.0  Typical Configuration

The characteristics of dual channel 512 Mbit SSR is shown below. (1 Mbit = 1024 x
1024.)

Capacity: 5.36 x 10  bits8

Weight: 25.1 lbs

Dimensions: 5.9 x 7.9 x 11.1 inches

Volume: 517 cubic inches

Channels:
Input: Redundant serial NRZ-L, 0 to 10 Mbps
Output: Redundant serial NRZ-L, 0 to 10 Mbps



Power at +28V: 1.5 Watts standby
12 Watts maximum

Temperature: -20EC to +80EC on orbit

Vibration: 19.2 GRMS

Commands: Serial command channel with 16 bit words

Telemetry: Serial telemetry channel with 8 bit word in user
defined frame

Analog voltage and temperature monitors

Bilevel status indicators for initialization, low
power mode and power on/off status

10.0  Conclusion

Based on high density semiconductor memory, a high capacity and high performance
data storage system has been produced for spaceflight use. The SSR with its high
bandwidth, flexible interfaces, and modular expansion can offer many unique advantages
because of its ability to record and playback on multiple channels at different rates.
Enhanced by extensive fault management techniques, semiconductor based data storage
systems can provide a unique solution to existing data storage requirements and opens up
new opportunities for the application of future data systems.



FIGURE 1:  SSR BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2:  P87-2 SSR


